Honor Dictionary Outline

These categories mirror the output that will be generated by the LIWC software. The categories that certain sub-categories belong to will not be as clear in the LIWC output, so please refer to this outline as you analyze which types of honor language are present in your text.

Categories:

- **Overall Honor Dictionary** *(total count of all the Honor Dictionary words that appear in your document)*
- **Honor** *(dimension of honor that language indicates)*
  - Honor Gain
    - Honor Gain > Virtuous Behavior
      - Virtuous Behavior > Moral Integrity
      - Virtuous Behavior > Faith
      - Virtuous Behavior > Manners
    - Honor Gain > Achieve/Status
      - A/S > Achieve
      - A/S > Status
  - Honor Protection
    - Honor Protection > Public Image
    - Honor Protection > Strength/Bravery
    - Honor Protection > Prevention
    - Honor Protection > Sex
  - Honor Loss
    - Honor Loss > Wrongdoing
    - Honor Loss > Harm
    - Honor Loss > Aggression
- **Honor Contexts** *(context to which honor language refers)*
  - Honor Contexts: Self
  - Honor Contexts: Military
  - Honor Contexts: Business
  - Honor Contexts: Ethnic
  - Honor Contexts: Social
  - Honor Contexts: Gender
  - Honor Contexts: Family
  - Honor Contexts: Government
- **General “Honor”** *(these are specific words that mean “honor”)*